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PCC Dayantha completes 50 years of Service.

PCC Dayantha Fernando who was the Charter Secretary of the Moratuwa Club when it was inaugurated in 1976, was felicitated by the Club on completing 50 years of service. This was possible because Lions Clubs International recognized his service with the Jaycees.

PCC Dayantha who is a stalwart of Moratuwa, has made an enormous contribution not only to the Club, but also to the District & the Multiple, was fittingly felicitated at the 40th Charter Anniversary held in November 2016.

Conferment of Honorary Membership

Charter Member PCC Lion Dayantha Fernando was honoured by the conferment of Honorary Membership of the Lion Club of Moratuwa. This was in recognition of his outstanding contribution to the Club, District & Multiple over a long period of time. He is perhaps the first Lion in our District & maybe even in the Multiple, to be conferred with this recognition.
Editor’s Comment: This issue focuses on the grand 40th Charter Anniversary celebrations & the felicitation of PCC Dayantha Fernando, the senior-most Lion in our den. The new members inducted have re-energized the club & there is vibrancy in the two Leo Clubs. – PCC Anver Dole